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Tuesday, 9 November 2Q10

Gareth Jamieson
ACCC
GPO Box 3131
Canberra ACT 2601

Australian Paint Manufacturers Federation application for authorization Ag12S1 -
interested party consultation

Dear Gareth,
Thank you for giving PaintRight the opportunity to review and provide feedback on the proposed
trial of a waste collection scheme in Victoria.

We at PaintRight embrace the idea of waste collection facilities, in principle, and would like
more information about the level and sources of funding for this project.

PaintRight has been aligned with Haymes Paint since 1998 with many of our stores being
customers of Haymes for much longer. Haymes Paint is a well-recognised Victoriañ
manufacturer and we understand Haymes is involved in this project and have been advised of
this levy.

Ïhe question we pose is whether paint that is imported into Victoria, from interstate and
overseas, is subject to any such levy and whether any non-levied paints are accepted into this
trial.

Another area which raises a direct competitive concern is whether the sale of "trade paint",
which.is sold by the manufacturer directly to the painter, is subject to this levy. Technicaity it is
not wholesale as it doesn't go through a retailer, hence the product sold to a retaiier is
disadvantaged by this levy. Manufacturers are selling product in direct competition to the
retailers and it is them that have proposed this levy. lt would appear anti-competitive if this levy
was not applied to all products sold in Victoria, including solvent based and spray paints.

Although this levy may appear to be a small cost, the cost of doing business is always
increasing. Adding any levy to a product category that is already facing tough economic
conditions, may cripple some paint specialist stores. The closure of any painispecialist will lead
to a reduction of players in the market and hence more power to the corporate hardwares, who
already have a large slice of market share.

lmposing a Victorian based levy will disadvantage Victorian stores, especially those near to the
border where their opposition in neighbouring states don't have this cost. We would much prefer
a level playing field and a levy, such as this, imposed nationwide and also on imported product
at the point of entry via Customs.
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As a last point we'd be interested in where these waste collection points are to be located.
Giving selected stores access to this service, over others, would definitely disadvantage oulets
that cannot provide this service. Being "green" is something we all aspiie to and as luch is a
powerful selling tool.

Again, I thank you for this opportunity to express our concerns about competition in this area. I

am happy for you to contact me on the number below if you require any elaboration on the
points raised above.

Regards
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Jason Buttigieg
Group Operations Manager
PaintRight Ltd
Phone (03) 9317-1500
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